
Kindergarten Social Studies for Tuesday, March 24, 2020 and Thursday, March 26, 2020 

                                                     Chalk Your Walk and Window Wishes    

 

 

Overview:             Supporting Our Community: Chalk Your Walk or Window Wishes by drawing and writing messages of 

appreciation and hope for Community Helpers 

 Time:                   10 minutes for two days day or 20 minutes total per week 

Explanation:        Draw or write encouraging messages on your driveway or sidewalk with chalk. Then talk a walk outside and 

look for other messages or creations of appreciation and hope written by your classmates and neighbors. 

You can also create a heart or poster and draw or write a message of appreciation on it. Hang it in your window for everyone to 

see. 

Things to Know: 

 Being part of a community is coming together and supporting one another during difficult times.  

Children are part of the community and can help spread positive messages through artwork and writing.                                                      

People can connect with each other and help each other no matter what age they are. 

 Showing others you care, especially community helpers who are helping to keep you safe and healthy, will make you feel 

happy.  

You will take pride in your work to help others, and you will smile on the inside and outside.       

Tasks: 

1. Using sidewalk chalk or hanging posters in your windows create messages of hope and/or appreciation for First Responders, 

Medical Staff (doctors, nurses), and essential store employees (grocery store) who are continuing to work for the public so we 

can get the help and necessary items we need.  

2. After you have created something either outside in your driveway or sidewalk or hung something in your window, take a 

picture of your creation and send an email or print it out and put it in your take home Distance Learning envelope. You can send 

your picture to your teacher and to Dr. Leatherbarrow  at: cleather@cbsd.org or tweet your picture and tag: cbwarwicklm. 

3. Optional: You can write a few sentences about your creation and include your writing with your creation. Use the sentence 

starter: 

                    I supported my community by…        or         I created… 

4. Go outside and look for other examples of appreciation in your neighborhood. 

We are all in this together, and we are stronger together! Have fun working on your creations:) 

I am looking forward to seeing some of the finished creations.       


